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1. lNTRODUCTION 

Hypermedia applications include static media such as text and graphics, 
as well as active media such as video, animation, and audio, coupled with 
sophisticated navigation capabilities similar to those found in hypertext 
applications. Designing hypermedia applications that a:re significantly larger 
than a few dozen nodes and links is a complex task, if compared to other, 
more traditional classes of information systems. Complexity is induced by 
a number of factors: the non-linear organisation of the material and the 
need, for the designer, of controlling the potential "explosion" of the number 
of link.s; the co-existence of multiple media of substantially different natu
re, that induce a variety of styles of user interaction; the lack of standar
disation, both in the architecture of hypermedia systerns, and in the defi
nition of inf ormation structures and interaction paradigms that should be 
provided in hypermedia applications. 

In this paper, we will analyse the process of hypermedia application 
design, and we will propose some guidelines to address the design task in 
an organised way. According to our approach, the design of a hypermedia 
application can be organised in four different (but interdependent) tasks: 
content analysis, structure design, dynamic design, and lay-out design [7]. 
Each of these tasks focuses on different aspects of a hypermedìa application 
and requires different methods, description terminology,, and expertise. In 
this paper, we will also propose a set of primitives that can be useful for 
describing the output of the design process and are based on a well-known 
design model cailed HDM [1, 3, 4, 5]. 

Our approach will be exemplified by discussing the design of a hy
permedia in. the law domain. This case study application is named CLICK 

and is commercially available on a CD-ROM. It is produced and dìstributed 
by an Italian publisher specialised in economie and lega! publications [2]. 
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2. HYPERMEDIA CONTENT ANALYSIS 

Content analysis is the task of selecting and producing the acrual 
information that must be included in the hypennedia application. The 
content can be represented by static, passive media such as formatted data, 
text, image, or by dynamic, active media such as video clips, sound tracks, 
animation, etc. 

This design phase requires one or more specialists in the application 
domain, supported by an application analysts, in order to define the user 
requirements and the intended goals of an application. In this design phase, 
it must also be decided if the materiai must be created ad hoc for the 
specific application, or if pre-existing materiai can be reused. 

Content analysis results in the specification of the knowledge require
ments of the application and in the identification of the source materiai and 
of the methods to produce it. 

Tue organisation of the content and the specification of dynamics and 
lay-out features of a hypermedia application are concerns of the design 
phases, discussed in the following sections. 

Example 
Our case study "cucK" [2] concems Italian fiscal regulation, and is 

mainly intended for professionais such as fiscal specialists or lawyers. The 
CLICK CD-ROM stores the laws regarding Italian fiscal regulation from 1924 
to 19941, and their relationships to the related "practice" (i.e., law enforce
ment) and case law. This materiai is integrated with comments and argumen
tations that discuss legai interpretation in order to orient the users in the 
application of the various laws. CLICK partially reuses the materiai already 
published in text books and manuais by the publisher, updated with the 
text of the most recent laws and their related case law and practice. 

3, HYPERMEDIA STRUCTURE DESIGN 

Structure design refers to the way information is organised within a 
hypermedia application. Structure design requires the ability of abstracting 
the genera! organisation pattems from the anaiysis of the application content 
and user requirements. This design phase also requires a structural design 
model, i.e., a set of primitives to describe precisely and concisely the structu-

1 CLICK is regularly updat.ed every three months. 
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ral aspects of an application. Structure design of a hypermedia application 
results in the specification of a set of structure t:ypes, at two levels, in-the
sma/J and in-the-large. In the following sections, the description of the 
structural design will be discussed using the tenninology of the HDM Model. 
Further information about this hypermedia design model can be found in 
references [1, 3, 4, 5]. 

3.1. Structure Design in-the-Sma/1. 

Hypermedia structures in-the-small are called nodes a.nd slots in HDM 

tenninology. A node represents a semantic unit that can be regarded as atomic, 
i.e., it cannot be further decomposed. A node aggregates atomic or composite 
pieces of information that are called slots and are made of simple or composite 
values of different nature (text, formatted data, images, sound ... ) [9]. 

The visualisation of slots within a node, their use, and their interaction 
with the user, concerns dynamic and lay-out design and will be discussed 
in sections 4 and 5. 

Structure design in-the-small results in a set of in-the-small structurt; 
types, i.e., slot-t:ypes and node-types. Slot-types can be simple, denoting 
multimedia data-types such as "text", "video-clip", "still'°, or can be com
posite, denoting aggregations of simple or in turn composite slots. 

A node type defines a dass of nodes that aggregate slots of the same 
type, and represents semantic units of the same "class". Examples of node 
types in our case study applications will be discussed in section 3.3. 

3.2. Structure Design, in-the-Large 

In-the-large structures are "large" granules of information that aggrega
te several nodes and represent complex objects or relationships of the 
applicati.on domain. HDM provides two primitives for in-the-large structures, 
called collections and webs. 

A collection represents a physical or conceptual entity of the application 
domain, or a set of information stmctures - node or collections - that are 
aggregated for a specific purpose ( e.g., because they are concerned with the 
same general topic) [6]. A web is used to represent a relationship between 
a node and another node, or between a node and a collection. 

A collection is made up of a node called collection node, a set of members, 
and a topology, that defines how members are organised within a collection. 
Typical topologies for collections are sequences and trees. Different topo
logies induce different navigati.on pattems, as we will discuss in section 4. 
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Collection members can be nodes, or other collections in turn. In the latter 
case, coìlections will be called nested. The collection node has the purpose 
of introducing the coliection, and of allowing access to its members. Very 
often, its content is (partially) derived from the collection members, in that 
it reuses some slots occurring in the nodes of the members. 

Structure design in-the-large of a hypermedia application results in the 
specification of a set of collection types and a set of web types. 

Collection types define classes of collections representing similar objects, 
or sets of objects that are aggregateci with similar purposes. Collections of 
the same type all share the same topology, and have collection nodes and 
members of the same types. A web type defines a class of relationships that 
hold among nodes or collections of given types. 

3.3. Examples of Strudure Design 

The discussion of strucrure design in CLICK will proceed top-down, 
from the analysis of slot and node types (structures in-the-small) to the 
description of collections and webs (structures in-the-large). 

Slot Types in CLICK 

In CLICK, simple slot types denote strings of text, positive numbers, or 
dates. Examples of aggregated slot types are: 

• "title", made up of the composite slots "identification", "subject", 
and "generai topic"; "identification" is in turn made of the slots "re
gulation type" (e.g., Law, Decree, EC Regulation, etc.), "number" and 
"'publication date"; 

• "paragraph", that represents a portion of the plain text of a legai 
document or an artìcle of a law; 

• "annotated paragraph", made of a paragraph slot and a set of additional 
text slots that eìther comment on its interpretati.on or list some rela
ted laws; 

• " aph with versions", made of an annotated paragraph and a 
text s ot whi~h contains the "evolution" of a law paragraph, i.e., its 
previous vers10ns. 

Node Types in CLICK 

Nodes of CLICK are of various types. Some of them define different 
categories of legai knowledge (of different granularity): "Law Artide", 
"'Officiai Law"', "Law Enforcement" (i.e., practice), and "Case Law'\ 
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A node of type "Law Artide" stores an arride of a law integrated with 
a detailed interpretation and discussion of its content; it is made of a slot 
"title", and a list of text slots of type "paragraph with versions". 

Nodes of types "Official Law", "Law Enforcement", and "Case Law" 
contain a slot "title", and a list of text slots of type "paragraph" or "anno
tated paragraph". 

Finally, our case study includes various node types describing collections 
nodes. The simplest type - "Document List" - denote collection nodes 
made of a list of slots of type "title". Other collection node types will be 
discussed below, when we will explain the semantics of the various 
collections defined in CLICK. 

FIG. 1. A Node of Type "Law Article" 

,-- r---

Esercizio di arti e professioni 

stazioni di servizi 
. 49 del D.P.R. 29 
e abituale altre 
·o di arti e 
esercitata dai 
zioni di vigilanza e 

Fig. 1 shows a node of the type "Officiai Law Artide"; the text slots 
storing paragraph interpretation and related laws are hidden, and the slot 
with the paragraph evolution appears dose to the related paragraph. 

Collections and Webs in CLICK 

CLICK provides many collections of a different nature and with different 
levels of nesting, that aggregate nodes and collections of various types 
according to different criteria: 
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• Collections of type "Interpreted Law" group all nodes of type "Law 
Artide" that refer to the same law and are particularly relevant for a 
specific fiscal problem (e.g., VAT payment). Their collection node 
contains a title slot, that identifies the whole law, and a list of slots 
that identify the number and topics of each specific article considered 
in the collection (see Fig. 2). 

FIG. 2. A Collection Node of a Collection of Type "Interpreted Law" 

Art. 1 
Art. 2 
Art. 3 
Art. 4 
Art. 5 
Art. 6 
Art. 1 
Art. 8 
Art. 11-llls 
Art. 9 
Art. 10 
Art. 11 
Art. 12 
Art. 13 
Art. 14 
An. 15 
Art. 16 
At1. 17 
Ar~ 18 

Trtolo I • disposizioni generali 

Operazioni imponibili 
Cessioni di beni 
Prestazioni di servizi 
Esercizio di imprese 
Esercizio di arti e professioni 
Effettuazione delle operazioni 
Terrilorialltà dell1mposta 
Cessioni all'esportazione 
Operazioni assimilate alle cessioni all'esportazione 
Servizi internazionali o connessi agli scambi internazionali 
Operazioni esenti dalllmposta 
Operazioni permutative e dazioni in pagamento 
Cessioni e prestazioni accessorie 
Base imponibile 
Determinazione della base imponibile 
Esclusioni dal computo della base imponibile 
Aliquote delllmposta 
Soggetti passr;i 
Rivalsa 

• Collections of type "Complementary Legislation" group all nodes of 
type "Officiai Law", "Law Enforcement", or "Case Law" that discuss 
a complementary issue of, or an integration to, the rules stated in a 
given law article or in a set of law articles. Collection nodes are of 
type "Document List". 

• Collections of type "Interpreted Law", and the corresponding 
collections of type "Complementary Legislation", are all grouped in 
a higher level nested collection called "Summary", shown in Fig. 3. 
The Summary collection node is the first one presented to the user 
when he has access to CLICK. 

• All nodes of type "Case Law" that are relevant for the application of 
a given law article are first grouped by topic in a collection of type 
"Case Law References by Artide & Topic", and then organised into 
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FIG. 3. A Collection Node of the "'Summary"' Collection 

Accertamento dei redditi 

lV.A. 

Imposte dirette 

Imposte im:lirett.e 

a higher level nested collection of type "Case Law References by 
Artide". The collection nodes of the latter collections contain the list 
of the titles of "Case Law" member nodes, and, for each member, a 
text slot that summarises the issues that are relevant for the associated 
law article. 
Similar coHections are defined for the set of "Law Enforcement" 
nodes, and their type will be called "Law Enforcement References by 
Artide & Topic'' and "Law Enforcement References by Artide" (an 
example of ~hich is shown in Fig. 4). · · 

• Some collections have the purpose of grouping "Officiai Law" nodes, 
or "Case Law"' nodes, or "Law Enforcement" nodes by type only, or 
by type ami by time peri.od. For all these collections, the collection 
node is of type "Document List". 
By-type coUections will be called "Standard Collections" in the rest 
of thìs paper. All collections "by type al!d period", such as "Case 
Law .. 1994", are ìn mm grouped in higher level nested coHections, 
such as "Case Law - Chronological Index" (see Fig. 5). 

• Other collections group documents by topic, such as for example, 
"Documents concerning international fiscal rules". They are ali 
grouped imo a higher level nested collection called "Analytic Indcx". 
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FIG. 4. The small window in the foreground on the screen shows 
the Collection Node of Collection "Law Enforcement References 

by Topic - [DPR 633 - 26/10/72, art. 5]". This collection is a member 
of a higher leve! collection of type "'Enforcement Law References", 

the collection node of which appears in the background 

The Analytic Index and the var:ious chronological indexes are grouped 
in a higher level nested collection called "Generai Index". 

• Finally, collections can also be dynamically generateà by query, i.e., 
by specifying multiple conditions on nodes of the various types. In 
all these co!lections, the collection node is of type "Document Lisr", 
and contains the titles of all member nodes (in chronologìcal order) 
that satisfy the query specification. This issue will be further discussed 
in the examples presented in section 4. 

Only two web types are defined in CLICK. They represent the rela
tionships between nodes of type "Law Artide" (first argument) and the 
con-esponding "Case Law References by Artide" collections (second argu
ment), or the con-espondent "Law Enforcement References by Artide", 
respectively. These two web types can be called "Case Law References" 
and "Law Enforcement References". No web is defined to represent the 
inverse relationship. 
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Frc. 5. The small window in the foreground on the screen shows a node 
of type "Document List"' which denotes the Colleaìon Node 

of Collection "Case Law - Chronologù:al Index• 

1/12. ['c;Non si e 
inerenti 
settembre I 9 73 
attività d1 lavoro 
professioni le p dai 
segretari comunali aì sensi deiia L. 12 giugno 1973, n. 349, nonché le prestuioni dì vigilanza e 
custodia rese da guardie giurate di cui al ROL 26 settembre 1835, n. 1952. 

4. DYNAMIC DESIGN 

21 

Dynamic design concerns two different aspects of a hypermedia applica
tion: dynamic in-the-large, that refers to tbe way the user can move a.round 
acmss the different pieces of information, and dynamic in--the-small, that 
refers to the interaction of the user with indi.viduaì s!ots within nodes. 

4.1. Dynamic Design in-the--Large 

In modem hypermedia applications, dynamic in-the-large amounts to a 
combination of Navigation (i.e., link traversing), Data Base Queries, and 
Content-based Scarch, with relative relevance depending upon the "style" 
and the intended use of the application. 

Data base queries and content-based search are particularly relevant in 
hypermedia applications for legal domains, which t}' pically sto re a large 
amount of documents and should provide facìlities to retrieve them. This 
paper will focus only on the dynamic features concerning navigation, since 
they are the most specific. 
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Designing the navigation features of a hypermedia application requires 
specifying the navigatwn links, i.e., the navigational interpretation of the 
various structures in-the-large. defined during the structure design phase. 
According to the HDM model, various categories of navigation links can be 
defined [8]: 

• Structnral Links 
Structural links connect the constituents of a collection, and are 
induced by its topology. Very often, structural navigation in hyper
media applications is a combination of three main pattems, induced 
by the two main topologies of collections ( sequences and trees ). 
The tree pattern is induced by tree-shaped collections. According to 
this pattern, links connect each member to its children and father 
node, as well as to the collection node. 
The other patterns are induced by sequence topologies. According to 
the index pattern, links connect the collection node to each meqiber, 
and vice versa. They allow the random access of any member from 
the collection node, and navigating from any member back to the 
collection node. 
According to thè guided tour pattern [14], there is a "start" link from 
the collection node to the first member (as well as a "restart" link -
its inverse one); in addition, there are the links "next" from each 
member (but the last one) to the next one, "previous", from each 
member (but the first one) to the previous one, and "first" and "last" 
from any node to the first and the last nodes respectively. Therefore, 
in guided tour navigation, it is possible to move from one member 
directly to the next and previous member without the need to traver
se each time the collection node2. 

• Web Links 
Additional navigation patterns are derived from the definitions of 
webs. A web defines a relationship between two objects - nodes or 
collections - and induces a link from the first "argument" of the 
relationship to the second one. 

• History Links 
Hypermedia applications very often keep track of the navigation 
history, and store the set of visited nodes in a chronological order. 

2 A minor variation of the guided tour pattern is the circular guided tour pattern, in 
which the link "next" is defined also for the last node and allows the user to move from 
there to the first member of the collection. 
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This structure can be regarded as a dynamically created collection, 
whose links are defined at run time, as the navigation session proceeds. 
Typical navigation on a history collection follows the index pattern, 
to allow a random selection of any previously visited node. In additìon, 
or in alternative, many hypermedia applications provide dynamically 
created "back" links defined according to the activation order of the 
visited nodes, that allow the user to backtrack on the navigation 
sess10n. 

Once the set of links is defined, a further design choice ìs to define the 
semantics of link traversing. In genera! terms, activating a link from its 
source leads to the activation of its destination; if the latter is a collection, 
the natural interpretation is that the collection node is activated. Tue 
concepts of node activation, however, need to be elaborated by the designer. 
When the destination node contains several slots that cannot be shown 
simultaneously on the screen, for example, the designer must specify which 
of them are immediately visible when the user has access to the destination 
node, and which of them are instead shown upon the user' s request. In 
addition, this interpretation needs some extensions when actìve, time
dependent media are taken into account. If active pieces of information 
were being played in the source node, for example, the state in which the 
source itself is left must be defined ( e.g., the originai state, or d1e state 
reached at the moment of departure from the node). If, for exampie, a 
video and a sound were being played, it must be specified whether those 
slots are to be suspended, or reset at the beginning, or whether one of 
thern must continue playing [10, li]. 

Finally, the designer must specify whether the link has a replacement 
behaviour, i.e., source node is de-activated and hidden, or if it has an 
additive behaviour, i.e., the source node remains acri.ve on the screen3• 

4.2. Dynamic Design ìn-the-Small 

Dynamic in-the-small concerns the user interaction with inf onnation 
values within nodes, such as hiding a sìot, moving a slot in the screen, 
opening a hidden slot. Dynamic in-the-small is related to the type of value 

3 As we wiH discuss in the examples presented in section 4.3, the activation of a sequence 
of additive lìnks rnay result in having too many nodes simoultaneously acrive. This situation 
raiscs the issue, for the designer, of defining a sound strategy to automatically de-activate 
some nodes, in order to take imo account lay-out constraints and to reduce the potential 
visual overhead for the user. 
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stored in the slots. While the interaction with static values such as text, 
picture, or numbers is very limited, the interaction with a time-based multi
media value can potentially have complex features. If a single active value 
is included in a node (an audio track, for example), it may be played by 
default, or it might be played upon request, as an option to the reader. 
Playing control over video, sound, or animation, etc., are all examples of 
hypermedia interaction ìn-the-small. When severa! active media slots are 
involved (say multiple sound tracks, videos, animati.on, etc.), there are more 
complex issues concerning parallel presentations with proper synchroni
sation, or well-sequenced presentations. 

4.3. Examples in CLICK 

CLICK provìdes both query-based and navigation-based access to the 
informati on. 

TI1e query mechanism allows the user to retrieve all nodes of type 
"Law Artide", "Officia! Law", "Practice" or "Case Law"' that satisfy given 
properties. Such properties are described by specifying a value, or a range 
of values, on an AND/oR combination of attributes: their type (e.g., State 
Law), their "category" (e.g., High Court Decision), their identification code, 

FIG. 6, Que1y Form of CLICK, and Spedjìcation of a Simple Query Statement 
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FIG. 7. Collection Node (of type Document List) of a Dynamically Created 
Collection (resulting /rom the execution of the simple qnery in Fig. 6) 

1~4-111-18 Ca ..... Sar. lii i>""--s-. "· D7 (Stra,Ìlt) 
l!l!M-411-14 e- .. s.,_ 111-.. sen1. "· '157 ,s.,.., .. , 
1-·IIH 1 Cau .• Sez. Hl.,,,.,., SNI. n. 71 [SI,_) 
1!1113-1"1-26 C-. C- .. s ... >01. Dee. "· 3356 (Slulicio) 
19!13-11-211 e-. C-r., Sez. Il, 11. 3276 (StraloioJ 
19!13-11-17 e-. Cantr., Su. Xlii, Dee. rt. 317.l l!ll•aloòol 
19!13-1 HIS Seni. C••· SaL lii-.. a. 2834 (!lb-) 
1!193-18-29 C-. eonlr., S-. IV. Dee . .,_ 2941 (Sir.io) 
1993-18-28 ·r,1,. o.-, Saat. n. 41 (St,olcie) 
199:l-11-29 C.u .. Saz. lii-·"· 1711 (St,_.J 
1!1!13-18-21 C-. ! •· R-. Doc. !Slr-=io) 
19113-11·211 C..a., s ... I civ., s.r11. n. 1931'11 (Stralciel 
19113· 10-07 C,-. --- s .... XXI. DM. n. 21183 ISb-) 
11!13· 10-81 c .... CeRlr .. Sez. V. o-. •· 2553 (Straio) 

ma omissioni, irragoiantà reiterate o sistematìcr1e, tali da compromettere la funzione "-""---~----·-----"'""'"""'-""""'"""'-~-----
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etc. The execution of a query returns a dynamically generateci, temporary 4 

collection, the members of which are all nodes that satisfy the query 
condition. Its collection node is of type "Document List" and contains the 
list of the titles of all retri.eved nodes. Navigation of this collection follows 
the index pattern. 

The query mask of CLICK is shown in Fig. 6, where a simple query is 
specified. After executing this query, the user can visualise the collection 

. node of the resuits, shown in Fig. 7. 
In CLICK, a navigation session can start either from the Summary 

collection node (see Fig. 3) or from the Generai Index. From any node, it 
is always possible to retum to both collections. 

Collection navigation mainly follows the index pattern. In generai, from 
the col!ection node it is possible to select any member, and from any 
member to :retum to the colleccion node. Surprisingly enough, a diff erent 
pattern is used by collections of type "Interpreted Law" grouping nodes 
of type "Law Artide" that referto the same iaw (see Fig. 2). The user can 

1 This colle .. 1:ion is temporary in that it is not persistently stom:l in the applicarion, but 
is destroyed ea.ch time ~ new query is executed, or when the applicati.on ìs closed. 
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access any law arride from this collection node, but there is no explicit link 
to directly retum back. In order to retum to the collection node, the user 
can either activate the history collection, to "Go Back" to the previously 
visited node5, or can retum to the collection node of the Summary collection 
and then select again the specific "Interpreted Law" collection he is intere
sted to. The first soluti.on can be disorienting, since the same navigati.on 
action, "Go Back", is used both for history navigati.on and for index navi
gation. The second soluti.on requires the user to perform a movement in 
two navigati.on steps which he might expect to perform in one shot. 

With respect to possible navigation links for collections, a number of 
possibilities are missing, e.g., backward scan with respect to the collection 
order (independently from the historical order of navigation) and direct 
jump to the last or the first member. The lack of these connections has the 
advantage of keeping the interface simple (as discussed in section 5), but it 
has the disadvantage of an obvious lack of richness in the navigation features. 
li the user has to perform a well defined search task that requires an 
extensive navigation, the limited power of collection navigation in CLICK 

can be quite disappointing and may create usability problems [12, 13, 15]. 
If the user, instead, has just the purpose of browsing around, looking for 
interesting information with no specific task in mind, the lack of richer 
navigation features may probably not even surface. 

More powerful navigati.on is provided in the so called "Standard Collec
tions" (grouping all "Officiai Law" nodes, or "Case Law" nodes, or "Enfor
cement Law" nodes, as discussed in section 3.3). Members of these collec
tions are chronologically ordered, and it is possible to move from any 
member to the next or previous node. 

The problem with these navigation links is the fact that they are always 
available in a member node even if a collection different from a Standard 
one is used to access it. Consider for example the situati.on in which the 
user is exploring a given law arride, and, from here, he accesses the collection 
"Case Law References by Artide" to explore the Case Law documents 
that are relevant for the arride's interpretati.on. After selecting a specific 
"Case Law" node in this collection, he would probably interpret a "next" 
command as "go to the next Case Law which is of interest for the current 
law article". Unfortunately, that "next" link takes the user to the Case Law 
node which chronologically follows the document he is searching, and 
might have nothing to do with his current topic of interest. 

5 The "Back" link in the navigation session history is dynamically created on any visited 
node. 
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Web navigation is extremely limited, since there are only two web types 
defined 11, the application. Web links coru1ect a nodes of type "Law Artide" 
and the related "Case Law References by Artide" collections, or the related 
"Enforcement Law References bv Artide". Since no web is defined to 
represent the inverse relationship, ·there is no link that allows, for example, 
the user to navigate from a Case Law to all relevant "Law Artide" nodes. 

As far as the dynamics of link activation is concerned, it is defined in 
several different ways. In general, the behaviour of links is a combined 
property of the nature of the link, of the source and destination nodes. As 
a consequence, there is a variety of navigation behaviours in this application, 
some of them confusing or inconsistent. Any link to the Summary collection 
nodes has the effect of hiding the link source, unless it is a collection node 
of type Document List, or is the collection node of collections "Case Law 
References by article" or "Enforcement Law References by Artide". Howe
ver, if the user moves from a node A to a node B (by an additive link, so 
that both A and Bare visible), and them from B to C (by an additive ìink), 
when C is shown A is sometime hidden, while it sometime remains visible, 
based on totally unpredictable rules. Similarly, we have noticed that if the user 
acti:vates a sequence of additive links, so that three6 nodes are already visible 
on the screen, say A, B, and C, the activation of a further additive link has 
sometime the effect that only the first node (" A") is lùdden, while in other 
cases both A and B are. Apparently, different dynamic strategies are applied 
in very similar situarions, with no evident reason for different behaviour. 

As far as dynamic in-the-small is concemed, the behaviour of our case 
study is rather simple, since information values are only static data, such 
as text or number. The only user interaction in-the-small concems composite 
slots "annotated paragraph" or "referenced paragraphs". When a node is 
activated, only the paragraph components of these composite slots are 
visible. References, corr,ments, or previous versions of the paragraphs are 
displayed upon the user's request (by seleccing tbe correspondent buttons, 
as discussed in the following section). 

5. LAY-OUf DESIGN 

Lay-out design concems the pure aesthetics of aI1 application, and refers 
to how the content, the structures, and the dynamic features of the 
application are presented to the user. Lay-out design defines the arrange-

6 As we will discuss in the following section, three is ususally rhe m:.i.ximum number of 
nodes ( e.g., windows) that are simoultaneously displayed in this application. 
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ment of the screen of individual information values as well as of groups of 
information values, and the way of displaying to the user the functiona
lities for interacting with these presentation elements. This design phase 
involves expertise in visual design and Yisual communication, i.e., the ability 
of using expressive visual cues to com.nmnicate the meaning of inf ormation 
objects and functionalities. Lay-out design usuaUy results in the definiti.on of 
a set of visual templates, defining the genera! lay-out pattern of the various 
types of nodes (corresponding to different types of information structures). 

5.1. Examples 

The lay-out design of CLICK is based on several templates. Some of 
them are full screen templates while the others are windows of appro
rimately 1/3 x 1/2 of the screen that can be resized by the user (see figures 
1, 2,3, 4, and 5). We will discuss here oniy the main template, that we will 
call "docurnent template" and it is used to present nodes of type "Law 
Artide" (see Fig. 1), "Official Law'', "Case Law", and "Law Enforcement". 

A "document template" is represented by a full scn:en window, struc
tured in four main sections. On top of the screen we can see the menu bar, 
showing a number of functional buttons that provides operational facilities 
other than information access, such as annotation, marking, printing, etc. 

Below the menu bar we can find a collection navigation bar, which 
allows the user to activate the query tool or displays the buttons for the 
links to the Summary collection, to the Genera! Index, to the History 
Collection, to the previously visited node ("Back"), or to the previous or 
next node in the Standard Collections of the current node. 

The rest of the space is stmctured in a heading, showing the document 
title, and a body, showing the actuaì coment of the document stored in the 
node. In nodes of type "Law Artide", the heading ca:n also contain two 
buttons denoting the links induced by w~bs of types "Case Law References" 
and "Law Enforcernent References". 

Different background colours for the heading are used to highlight the 
different types of nodes. Heading backgrounds of nodes "Officia! Law" 
and "Law Artide", for example, are red, while in "Case Law" nodes they 
are pink. 

Both in the heading and in the body, various small buttons may appear, 
shaped as red nurnbers in brackets or a green small letter "E". These 
buttons are used for interaction in-the-·smaU, to open the notes associateci 
to the various text paragraphs. Notes are shaped as small scrollable windows 
(that appear close to the related paragraph). Different shapes of the buttons 
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denote dìfferent kinds of notes. Square brackets stand for interpretation notes, 
while round brackets stand for the notes listing the references to related laws, 
and the "E" button allows the user to access to the versioning note. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

U ntill a f ew years ago, hypermedia applicati on development was mainly 
conceived as an artisan activity, performed on the basis of individuai 
creativity and experience. Assessed methodologies and models to support 
the development of in a systematic, engineered, and efficient way, were 
absent. Today this approach is less acceptable, due to the increasing 
complexity and size of new hypermedia applications (and the stronger role 
of active media such as video, sound, and animation). It has become crucial, 
therefore, to transform hypermedia development into a more organised, 
engineered and efficient process. 

In this perspective, the design phase plays a fundamental roie in the 
overall process of hypermedia application development. Systematic design 
methods force a team of developers to focus on the rationale of the 
application to be developed, and to take decisions at the proper level 
abstracting as much as possible from implementation requirements. Most 
of the "conceptuaì" (i.e., technology-independent) problems and inconsisten
cies can be potentially detected and solved at design level, before actually 
implementing the applicacion. As a consequence, precise and coherent design 
may reduce implementation time and potential mistakes, and, in principle, 
the better the design the higher the quaìity of the final application, in terms 
of coherency and consìstency with respect to its requirements. 

This paper has dìscussed our approach to the hypermedia design pro
blem. Tue proposed method is based on several years of experìence gained 
by the authors in developing hypermedia applications in various domains, 
and in analysing the design of applications developed by others. W e bave 
,identified the main activities that, from our experience, are involved in the 
design process: content analysis, structure design in-the-Jarge and in-the
small, dynamic design in-the-large and in-the-small, and lay-out design. 
They can be regarded as a check lìst of crucial tasks to guide designers in 
performing their work more systematically and in a better organised way. 

Final!y, we have introduced a set of primitives, based on the HDM design 
model, that allow the design team to describe the output of the design 
process and to specify precisely the application they wish to develop. 

The method and model we have proposed can be used not only to 
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design a new· application, but also to describe, to analyse, and possibly to 
evaluate applications developed by others, without having our approach in 
mind. In fact, once an existing application has been analysed according to 
the various design dimensions and has been precisely described with HDM, 

some general usability criteria [12] can be applied, in order to identify 
possible weaknesses. 

T o exemplify the overall approach, we have analysed and discussed a 
hypermedia applicati.on in the iegal domain, pointing out the relevant design 
choices and outlining potential usability problems. 
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